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Prologue

Prologue by
Director,
National Institute
of Education
Often hailed as the 'architect of local teacher
education' , Dr Ruth Wong Hie King is one of
Singapore's most illustrious pioneer educators
and founding director of Institute of Education
(IE), predecessor of today's NIE. The substantial
weight of her legacy now rests upon our
shoulders, reminding us of our identity, ethos
and call. Dr Ruth Wong led a life of faith, hope
and calling. She also led teacher education with
tremendous vision, passion and commitment.
A key characteristic which underpinned her
teaching philosophy was that, in her eyes, every
child was precious. According to her biographies
and the people who knew her, Dr Wong would
always carve out time for her students to meet
with her individually when she was teaching.
She deemed it important for the child to have a
time where the teacher is all for him or her alone
and would make sure to do so either before or
after school hours. This seemingly small act is a
reflection of the detailed care and dedication she
took with those under her charge that has been
consistently replicated throughout her 44 year
long career no matter which position she held.
NIE is greatly blessed to have had a founding
director as inspirational and dynamic as Dr Wong.
The excellence of our programs and research
today can indeed be credited to the seeds that
were sown under her visionary leadership.
One of the ways in which we seek to extend
Dr Wong's vision and work here at NIE is to
create platforms like the Dr Ruth Wong Visiting
Professorship with the aim of enhancing teacher
education within Singapore and globally.
Appointees
are
internationally
renowned
academics or senior education professionals with
expertise that impact teacher education on the
global stage.
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The inaugural recipient of this professorship is
none other than Professor A. Lin Goodwin, a great
friend of Singapore's and NIE's. Currently Vice
Dean and Evenden Professor of Education at
the Teacher's College of Columbia University,
New York, Professor Lin Goodwin also serves as
co-director of a Masters of Education program
jointly offered by Columbia and NIE.
A key aspect of Professor Lin Goodwin's research
work focuses on the connections between
teachers' and teacher educators' identities and
their development. Now this area is of prime
importance. If we look at what the OECD deems
as 'high performing educational systems' , we
will find that the identity of the teacher in what it
stands for and symbolizes within these societies
are very well defined and constructed.
This aspect of education that Professor Lin
Goodwin is a champion of is also something that
resonated deeply with Dr Ruth Wong. She had
put in a great deal of effort and time to foster
the reforms that eventually raised the profile
of the teaching profession in Singapore and
revolutionized teacher training into a process of
higher education that meant quality standards
backed by research.
The intellectual chemistry between Professor Lin
Goodwin and Dr Wong as well as the convictions
they share make me extra confident of the wisdom
and insight to be reaped from our partnership and
dialogue. I look forward to many more years of new
frontiers being explored and broken together at
NIE with our Dr Ruth Wong Visiting Professors.

Professor Tan Oon Seng

Director, National Institute of Education

Who is Dr Ruth Wong?

Pioneer Educator,
Academic and Thinker

'' Above all, creativity must be encouraged and
fostered, for, ironically, with highly successful
industrialization, man creates obsolescence.
If at any time there is the need for innovation,
this is the age. 1 ''
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Who is Dr Ruth Wong?

Contributions to Local
Education

Breaking New Ground and Sowing Seeds:
Dr Ruth Wong worked tirelessly to transform education landscape in its
early years.
Research and Thought
W hile Dr Wong is predominantly known for
modernizing teacher training into teacher
education and thereby raising the professional
status and standards of local teachers, she was also
a prolific thinker in the field. Dr Wong published
numerous scholarly works on education and
teacher education, not confining her expositions
to the local context but instead encompassing
the region and beyond. She thereby played a
significant role in developing the local education
research canon during its infancy.
An essay she authored in 1968, "Teacher Education
and its problems in some developing countries in
Southeast Asia" discussed the issues of teacher
education from a macro view in the region. It was
a considerable feat given the diverse range of
unique national circumstances then and showcased
the depth of her thought and breadth of her
perspectives as an educator. 3 of her contributions
were also published successively in the World
Yearbook of Education in 1969 and 1970.1
Using her own outstanding research work as a
model and with the vision she cast for the Institute
of Education, she spearheaded a culture of teacher
research in an era where teachers conducting
education research were almost non-existent in
Singapore.

Cutting-edge Ideas and Experiments
Dr Wong was known for initiating radical projects
wherever she went. She set up an experimental
school housed under the auspices of the University
of Malaya when she was dean of education there
from 1965 to 1969. After which she launched the
pilot primary project (PPP) in 1970 that featured
an integrational approach to Maths, Science

I

1
Ho, W. K. (1995). The educational legacy of Dr Ruth Wong Hie King.
Singapore: Centre for Applied Research in Education (CARE).
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Who is Dr Ruth Wong?

and English instruction, an emphasis on a verbal
approach towards developing English literacy
and a focus on numeracy and self-learning, when
she was leading the Advisory Committee of
Curriculum Development (ACCD) in Singapore. It is
quite right to say that her pedagogical approaches
would still be considered innovative and cutting
edge even on today's terms. 2

Also an advocate of holistic education long before
it became a buzzword Dr Wong pioneered the
practice of providing counselling and guidance
sessions in schools, by first setting up a Guidance
Clinic in IE to demonstrate its clinical efficacy
amongst the trainee teachers and encouraged
them to set up counselling services in their own
schools. From these seeds she planted, there are
now 2 appointed teacher counsellors in every
public school in Singapore ensuring emotional
needs of Singaporean students are not neglected
in the education process. 3

Introspection, Authenticity and
Servant Leadership
In a career that spanned 44 years, Dr Wong showed a
strong devotion towards understanding things at the
grassroots level, and making deep introspection
on the social contexts in which the education
landscape was situated. She made sure to
personally visit individual schools to gain insight

into the experiences and needs of the ground
whenever and wherever she assumed leadership.
This was a signature practice when she was at
the University of Malaya and then the Ministry of
Education in Singapore.
The care she took to continually develop the
academic standards and accreditation of her staff
also reflects foresight and are hallmarks of a servant
leader. Accounts of her sacrificial nature abound from
those who knew her. They remember how she
covered all the extra work in the absence of her
staff whom she sent overseas for further studies
(she was once external examiner to 7 teacher
training colleges throughout Malaysia because of
this) and how she drove a student in need to seek
psychiatric help in the middle of the night even as she
was herself receiving chemotherapy for her illness.4
Dr Ruth Wong lived her life authentically. At her
core was love and service, and never did she once
pay only lip service to what she firmly believed
in. We see this in Dr Sim Wong Kooi's description
of her: 'One aspect of her philosophy was her
insistence on teacher training meeting the needs
of the teacher and the pupil in the classroom.
On this point she never compromised.' 5 It is no
wonder that she is still remembered today, decades
after her passing, with deep admiration and respect
by those whose lives she touched and the teaching
practitioners who follow in her footsteps.

2. Ho, W. K. (1995). The educational legacy of Dr Ruth Wong

4. Hee-Ong, W. (2013). Ruth Wong: Educationist and teacher
extraordinaire. Petaling Jaya: Strategic Information and
Research Development Centre

3. Hee-Ong, W. (2013). Ruth Wong: Educationist and teacher
extraordinaire. Petaling Jaya: Strategic Information and Research
Development Centre

5. Ruth Wong: Educationist and teacher extraordinaire. Petaling
Jaya: Strategic Information and Research Development Centre

Hie King. Singapore: Centre for Applied Research in Education
(CARE)
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The Inaugural Dr Ruth Wong Professorship Lecture
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Keynote Address by Professor A. Lin Goodwin for the
NIE Redesigning Pedagogy International Conference, 2 June 2015
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Teachers of Quality for the 31st Century:

Transforming Teacher
Education to Meet the
(Unknown) Future

become so ingrained in contemporary discourse.
Recently, colleagues (at the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education (OISE) at the University
of Toronto) and I completed a chapter for the
International Handbook of Teacher Education
(Kosnik, Beck, & Goodwin, 2016). For the purposes
of this chapter, we conducted an extensive
literature review looking at reform efforts in teacher
education around the world. The review made us
aware of the high level of global activity focusing
on the notion of quality teachers. In our review,
we identified eight trends or strands of reform,
seven of which are relevant to the preparation of
teachers1. Brief explanations for each of these
seven are listed below:
The first strand is the articulation of standards
for teachers: competencies, knowledges and
dispositions they ought to possess in order to be
considered qualified and perhaps even of quality.
Singapore is an example of a country that recently
outlined competencies for all graduates of its initial
teacher preparation programs.

Think about a young child, peering resolutely into
the future. What does she see? What can she? It is
hard to imagine or predict...everything is a mystery
except perhaps for the long shadows cast by each
teacher who will be encountered on the path
ahead. One thing we do know is that her/everyone's
achievements and learning depend on the quality
of our teachers. There is now evidence to back up
what we have intuitively known - teachers matter...
and quality teachers matter even more because
they positively impact student achievement and
learning (Darling-Hammond, 2000; Hattie, 2012).
And conversely, there is also evidence that poor
teachers can actually affect learners negatively
(Tucker & Strange, 2005).

The second strand is assessment and accountability.
Everyone is interested in how one defines and
measures quality teacher education programs, and
certainly many countries in Europe, for example,
are asking questions about how often assessment
should happen, who should do it, and whether
there should be consequences for programs that
are either strong or poor.

It is no wonder that preparing quality teachers has
become a global preoccupation, a concern that
is fueled by numerous international assessments,
benchmarks, comparisons and rankings that have

The third trend focuses on research-based teacher
education, and the interpretation of this term is
actually dual. In places such as Finland and Norway,
research-based teacher education is defined as
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